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Legal directory Chambers and Partners has today launched Global
LawTech 2022, ranking Shoosmiths8 Connected Services Cia® and
Matters+ as band one products.

Legal  directory  Chambers  and  Partners  has  today  launched  Global
LawTech  2022,  ranking  Shoosmiths8  Connected  Services  Cia® and
Matters+ as  band  one  products.

This global guide is part of Chambers’ professional advisor series and
is  its  second  report  on  the  rapidly  moving  legal  technology  sector.  It
serves  as  a  snapshot  of  the  leading  technology  developers  and
vendors,  as  well  as  the  foremost  Incubators  &  Accelerators  and
LawTech  Consultants,  guiding  in-house  legal  teams  and  GCs  to  the
best  legal  technology  products  and  services.

Our innovative AI contract review service, Cia®, which is managed by
Shoosmiths,  is  ranked  band  one  in  the  Vendors:  Transaction
Management  (Contract  Analysis)  table  Shoosmiths  LLP,  LawTech
Vendors  |  Chambers  Law Tech  Profile

Matters+,  which  allows  in-house  legal  teams  to  track  every
instruction  coming  into  the  team and  track  progress,  is  ranked  band
one  within  the  Vendors,  Business  Management  table  Shoosmiths  LLP,
LawTech  Vendors  |  Chambers  Law Tech  Profile

Tony  Randle,  partner  and  head  of  client  strategy,  said:  “We are
thrilled  to  have  been  ranked  for  two  of  our  Shoosmiths8  Connected
Services  products.  This  clearly  demonstrates  that  we  are  trailblazing
in legal technology and leading the pack in terms of our products and
their  quality.  We  are  proud  of  the  products  themselves,  the  teams
behind  them,  and  the  way  in  which  the  products  are  brought  to
market  swiftly.  We  believe  in  working  smartly  by  teaming  up  with
tech  companies,  allowing  our  lawyers  to  be  lawyers.  The  result  is
expertly  engineered  products  that  save  clients  time  and  money,
allowing  them to  work  smarter,  faster,  and  better  than  ever  before.”
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In July Shoosmiths8  added two new products to its roster: Shoosmiths
Financial  Services  Compliance  and  Shoosmiths  D&I.  New non-legal
products  are  being  developed  all  the  time  as  a  result  of  listening  to
client  need.

You  can  find  out  more  about  Shoosmiths8  Connected  Services  here.
This global guide is part of Chambers’ professional advisor series and is its
second report on the rapidly moving legal technology sector. It serves as a
snapshot of the leading technology developers and vendors, as well as the
foremost Incubators & Accelerators and LawTech Consultants, guiding in-
house legal teams and GCs to the best legal technology products and
services.
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